VERBS TO INTRODUCE QUOTATIONS

(s) (ed)
acknowledge
acquiesce
add
address
admit
advise
advocate
affirm
agree
allege
allow
announce
answer
anticipate
appreciate
argue
articulate
ascertain
ask
assent
assert
assume
assure
attest
avow
beg
believe
beseech
boast
brag
call
cautions
celebrate
calculate
cite
chide
claim
clarify
collude
command
complain
doubt
elaborate
encourage
enjoin
entertain
entreat
enunciate
equivocate
establish
estimate
exclaim
exhort
exonerate
explain
feel
find
forecast
foretell
generalize
grant
guess
held
hesitate
hint
hope
hypothesize
ignore
illustrate
imagine
implore
implore
infer
inform
insinuate
insist
instruct
interrogate
interject
intimate
lament
lecture
lie
maintain
mention
moralize
narrate
notice
note
object
observe
order
perceive
petition
plead
point out
pray
preach
predict
presume
proclaim
promise
pronounce
propose
protest
prove
qualify
query
question
quibble
quip
quote
rant
read
realize
reason
recount
recognize
reconcile
reject
rejoice
relate
remember
report
request
resolve
respect
respond
reveal
rule
sense
show
specify
speculate
state
stipulate
substantiate
suggest
supplicate
surmise
surrender
suspect
suppose
swore
talk
tease
testify
theorize
thought
told
translate
understand
uphold
urge
utter
verify
visualize
vow
warn
wonder
write
yield